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A numerical me~od is presented to solve the ·coastal~trapp~d wav~. (CTW) · I .. -j:_~ . _ . /,. ; j,ro~lem. Th~ met~Od iS thO exj,lkitly, shirt:" 
1
inverse power algo,ritbm .for the 
r. ~->-~~·~ ___ / genera~ze~d eig~nvalue problem. Problems -~C??·line~r in t~e eigenval~e, su.ch as 
r. . . . - . . . . 
~,~: · · · · . ' / . the dispersi.V~ baroclil1it' CTW ··problem, are addressed ~Y expressing them as 
\j-- · i , ' I ' ' ;~)·"- .,, '. I 
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. ity ~o . co~puie c~m~lex ei~enval'r.' dir~ctly·. ~ 
. . ~· ~ltltb~is 'tWo. ap~lieations ortbe m~thod ar~~ented. First, the elJ~t 
pf stratification on CTW's~is investig~ted by ·det-ermining their dispersion 4-~rac­
teris~ics. Th\se a~e -~om~uted for 'both real propagating and co~plex ev~n~cent 
• • • • • ' ' 0 
. ' . '· . . , . 
w&Venumber ~nd;--the-inllue~l-a-me.........tongs!J6re eurrent on 
CTW~s is stjldi . .' -~ ~h·e· result~ are compared to observabo~s qtaae alo~·tne. 
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INTR'ODUC'I:J6N • • • - .. . .... : 
. ., 




_ _ r 
~ .... 
. A continental. shelf is the main topographic feature found along the co3.St-
' . . . 
. - ~ . . . .. - . . . . . --- . . ,·.-.: 
. lines ff the wo~ld. · A s~elf ~tends from t~~ sho~e~ine:-t~ v~iable distance or .. ,:·: ·:.J . ·\ 
, . --J ·. . W: ~ \ . • I a < .,. -.. , 
0 ,. ,. ' • • 
'be.tween lo. and 3oo:km offshore. where th~ water d~ptb is or the .order of··-200. m. · 
• D • • • .. • • • • - • I . 
. • . . • _..,. . ·: .t . . • . . : . • .• . • . "' • . 




. .. .• ~ ~ 
. .;\ .. .. . .. ~ ~,, 
. more quickli..to~reach ·its :average abyssal value. of ·4000 m.:-·Becaus~ the shelf. and . .~:· 
. . ' . · . . . . . •. \ r. , . \. ~ · ~ . · .. ~ · i ~- •• 




• • ) 
. , Cor. the propagatiOn pr coastal-trapped w~ves (CTWJs).__JI'he Importance or .\; .~ ~ . 
• r . , , 
' 
' . 
. I' . 
• 0 
CTW's is .. that' they· :Co~m th~· d~mina·nt circulation respohse of -co~ tal waters~~ : ·:-> ·: 
• ofprcingo by the at~osphere, 0 ~ _ _ ) .1, . \, ~ •I 
.. _;.___.. •' 
CTW phenomeDJl.· have· been investiga.ted in .detail since Hamon 1Ig62l first · ' 
·~ . ' .· 
dete,cte~ _,a tea' l~v.el signa~~~ ~subi'nerti~l 'frequency pr~pagating a.lon~ the eas!. ~ ,. . 
coast ·ol Australia. Th~first .theoretic~(- treatment or· Hamori's observatio~:; w-as 
• , I " . -
. . 
by "Robinson. (IQ6.4). ~- _t:he <(epth-int~grat~in·eariz:d · sh~w wa~er equa- ~·· · ! • ../ . 
.·- - : · . . ' · • _,. . .. ,. I 
tions for ~- rotating ocean, iv~velike ~solutions We're obtained which prop.ated . · ~ 
_-.. I • • 00 \... ..r ' 
CL }t , ' ,. • ~, ., , • ~ -. • • , 
. phase with· the coast on the right (feft) Jn the northern. (soOthern) hemisp~ere. 
' 
·Later', Bus:hw~ld and. AdaDJs· (lg6s) developJid an analytical dispersion ,relation Jor. 
-
' . 
· thes~ topogr~phic~ Rossby waves· which showed -that they existed as ·discret1e 
• d • t • • • • ... . - - ~ "" • 
inodes·' ~nd that· &a.ch mode. had a sub inertial cuf:off.. frequency ab.ove which that 
" \ : i
I _,. • .. t: 
~ •:' : 
, ;I 
' : J 
. \ .. 
. 
• ' • • r, 
. . 
, ' 't 
.. ~--
.. :· ··.: . 
... ,. ' .· 
• • ~ ; • • •• •• ' • • • -.. • • • • '• ' • • 1!. • ' ., ' 
\· ·. . ·n:tOd~ could QOt ,exist. Brink . [19801· showeq that wavelike s_olutioris .do o~u(' /::~~ 
-~·, • o o I 0 ~ o ' ' - ' ' ... '" ' :?' 
{: .. · ' a~ove : th_e . ~ut-oH . rr~~~~ncy,~· but <i'hatr. -~hese . ~od~t we;e . evanes~~~'t: " The • ·~ (/ ' . ~}~ 
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~ . .' 
. '. 
. ··-: ~ ·' ' ' I.· ~ : ·. ~ : __...~.., . ' : .. 
I ' 
. ( . - . .,. ' . 
• •': : ....  ~ !~ ... - -
.. --: : · ·~ 
. , ·· _I 
2 . ! 
,. 
· evanescent modes differ.ed from the usual propagating m·ofe~ in that they did not 
·:.s) . . ..- 9 -
' i: ~.'~ . ~ranspo.'t •••rgy in th~longshore direction, and. that. their . amplitude d~cayed io 
· · .. the al~ngshore.directfoq. · 
. . 
. . 
The theory or CTW's wa:s extendedto inG.iu..d.P- the more. geQeral feature or 
. ; 
' '. . 
.continuous density stratifi-c~tion by Wang ·and ·Mooers (1976). Th~y·. were able to 
, •o ·, • • . 
. '. ' ,... . . ' ) .,. 
. show that str~tification. had the quantitative effe~t of inc~easing the mod~l phas.e 
. . ., . ' . 
.. , .. . . . · sp·e~d~ . . ·or GTW.'s. Later ~ha.pman (!'983) showed ·'that sufficiently. strong 
, , • 4 • • • • • ·. • i . ., ' . ; . . 
' . .. ~ •. . : :.-.. . ~~ratification le_d to the e.xistence or propagating mod~ at all subinertial frequen-
,. 
' 
' :,: : cies. It appea~ that .stratification _ vi~~abfe to produce a rn·odal st,ructure. for thE\. · 
•._ • • . ~ ., ~ • II • • , ~ • •• ~ ' . ' • ' ,· • , ' ' ' "' 
:_'. .. ' ·Wave .:Which Was a bybrt<! o.f t:h~ internal !\:elvin wave of a -_flat bottom. OC~an and 
- . '\ . 
the topographic 'Rossby wave of a sloping bottom. 
' . . . . \. ... . . . . . 
. The ~~ndin~ _t.hread of t_he fo}lowing _;work is th~ presen4atio~ a numerical 
~~thod. rQ.r solvi-!lg the 4/!JTW p~_oblem. The Crw pr~blem .is (ormill!lte.~ as"'~ a 
• " • ~ l • • ..,. 
· · · genera-lized rfiatrix· ·eigenvalue problem w.hich is non-linear in the eigenvalue . 
.;,." ' . ~ " • J ~ 
·. . This .. i~ solved ~sing a~ ·explicitly shift~ . ~n~~rse · poyr ~lgorithm. " The speelal 
. . ._ . . 
. ~ - ' . 
featu r~ of :·the .. s?lu~on method' is~~" !ts. ~bility to compute ~·omplex ~r evanes~~nt · 
.. ~ .. . .. _. ~ .__.... . . . 
modes. di;e'ctly ._as would result from' the jetlmninati~n or evan~scent ~olutions or 
.. . .. ' : . / . . ·. . 
.• <>.f soNtions including.bottom.Criction. The first part or this thesis describes. how 
.. 
. . . 
. . '' . - . . ·. ' . ' . . . 
. --·; · -.. '; · .. .. ~t;(ltift~a.tion ·~ffect~ CTW propagation char~cteristics. The nofelty. or~~e 'wprk-., 
- ...... ' .... :: . . . ·(:· . ; ,· . .. . : ' . ·. . : . ' ' \ . . ··~:..... . .-· ,. . .. · .\ ,' 
..• 
· .It· · i~ its abilitY!.' to show -the behavior qf. the evanescent modes as a function or 
• • • . . '. / • . ' . t . -
'· 
-· 
stratification. ·. · 
. . 
.. t • ~ 
. . . . . .  : . . .. . . ·.  ' . •· ·1 . :-
:;; ... ·~· · . · · · • , : .~ · :.::fhere ·_ a:re: .~any parametr-ic var~ations to consider · in t~E{ formulation of a 
~,:~ ' 1 ; • • ~-· • • • · c~mplete ,theory oi CTW dy.~amil-s su,ch·: is the effect ~r the· variation ·or Cori~lis 
1\' • 0 ' ~· I :!...~ ·· . " t ~ • I " • ' : ' I r . r-: •. , I ' • . . , . • 
) . • : • ' • • • ·~ ' • > _ .. . 
::1 . 
" ~ l ' -~- ... ~:. . ,. 
'\.~ I .. I' '0 • •,' : t ' • ' , . ; ' 
'~s ·· : ·~., : ::;;,;z.;1:~.£~::,).;,;. •,!,;;~L. ·' ::D.;::,.: , : .';::: .. : · ::. . · -.:. i: : .. :.-:;' •.: , ,;,,· ' .::. : .
() . 
!:~···· ':·! ',' ,. 
. \ 
" . 
. , :.: . 
I ' 
·, . . 
·. 
. ' 
: .,. ( ' :· 
... -
fo~ce v:ith latitude, irregu~r _ toppgraphy, bottom friction , win~forcing, . a~d the 
. . 
. pres'ence of a mean alongshore current. )Vith the exception of the ·alongshore 
current all of tte above have been addressed in the literature (Mysak, Hl80J. 
Accordingfy in the second part. of this thesis the .eQ'ect of a mean eurn•nt on · 
• • ... 4 
CTW propagation is addr~ssel Th~ numerical results obtained are compar<'d1 t_z 
ti' - .. . 
<;>bservations made during th.e Australian Coastal Experiment -lfreelnnd, · et al. 
1Q86J. 
·The outline or' th,is thesls is. as ·follows. -The formul~tion of the C'TW 
. .... _,:; .. 
- ' 
.• . 
• I , , 
strati_ficatioc _Jroblem is presented in ~bapte! · t~o. Th(~~umerical meth.a'd llS . ~ • . 
• ,. r,.., , •. " ' \ , , ·' ,. 
· ap~lied to ~~· \at(fication probiem i~ pres~ilted in Chapter three, and the 
results of th'e eff-e.::t,of stratifi~ation OQ CTW!s D:re presented in• Chapter four. 
The CT\V p-roblem of Chapte;. two with : the addition .... of :i mean aiongshorc· 
current is ~ormulated ln chaPter 6ve. Finally .Chapter six concludes th~ work by( 
presenting the main results or the thesis. . . . 
' ' ... 
\· 
.... - \ 
, · 
- '• ... 
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EQUATIONS OF MOTION \ 
~ 
' .... ' . . . · ... . . · 
. -:-
The equations or motion 'gover.ning .the motion or fluid over a continental 
: . , sheJI are present~d -(or the case i~ which tb~e ~u~d ~as contiy'ous ver~ical density 
.. ~iratification. The equations are. reduced to a second(or~partial differential 
.. . ' . t . • ' . . 
I t • ' 
~quation for·~ressure which is solve~ as a:- discrete eigeo¥a.lue problem. 
__ ..: . ) 
--
tl '· . 
2.1 Momentum Equations 
' { 
I . 
' '"' ' -- . . . 
; Consider a. hydrodynamic system consisting" of an ·ocean ove.r a continental ·. 
shcir as · depicted in Figure 2.1. A rigbt .. b~nded Cartesi~n coordinate sy~.te~ is 
chosen such .that the · :r -axis refers to . the offshore direction, th,e ·y .. ~xis refer~. to 
. .. ,'r ~ 
~alongshore directio_n and th~ z -.axi~- is ve~~i~~~-ly u:-wards.' !he ~opogr~ph~ . 
varies only in the off!lhore direction and a s~ra\ght coastline is assumed. 'Tbe tfi-
. ' ' ' . ( ' . 
' ' .,. • • • • I • 
gin or the c~ordinate axes is the surface ' at , th~ 'coast. 
I • , 
· -The equation 'governing·the .motion ·ror ~ Huid element in an inv.iscid fluid ori. · 
' ' ' . ' 
., 
~ • · a rotatjng rer~ren~e frame is [Gill, 1~82] 
1 
~: . ( 
.- ' 
!}' ' . ' 
' t l • 
~0: i " 








where n is the angular velocity, o.r the rotating frame, v ' is the velocity ve~tor or 
•' J ' ' > . .,. • 
.. ' 
.. 
t' -- ,, . - - ', ' 
' , I 
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' ' ' 
'·, 
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• Fi~ure 2. l Schematic of a shelf profile showin~ the coordinat~ sy~tem·, 
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6 
the fiuid element, p is the density, p ·is the presspre, and '"jj is the gravitational 
a -
a~~eleration. The quantities p and ~ have· a mean state Po and p.0 respectively · 
while fJ has a zero mean 'state. The presence of wavelike motion superimposed • 
6n the mean state causes a departure (r~m the equilib~ium states of Po and Po to 
• • I . 
P ~ Po(z) +·P (:z,y,z ,t ), (2.2a) · 
-. 
p= p 0 (z)+' p'(z,y,z,f), . (2.2b) 
' • 
'I 
( 2,.2c) · · · , .: = . 
w_here 'the . perturbation . pres5ure p ;, · perturbation.· de~sity p', an~ pert~rbation 
velocit~ • U' have been .introduced. 'Note. that·the perturbati~n velocity _,j· has 
three components namely' u 1, v', and·w' in the z, y , _ _' and z d~rections. respectively. 
The vector Equation (2.IJ has three component equations (Pond·. and 
Pirkard, lg83J 
. . 
0 au au . au au· . 1 op 
-a + u- + "--;-- + w-
8 
- 20sm~v + 20coscPw = .:....P ~ .. , t a: uy· . z . ' u .. (2.3a) 
ov · av. ov ou . . -1 op 
- + u- + v- + w- + 20sm,Pu· = ----, ot az . oy oz p ay {2.3b) 
~w ow' aw, aw -I 8p . 
- + u- + v-· + w- - 20cos¢>u :r= -- - g, Ot \ OZ 8y . az , . p QZ . (2.3c) · 
. . 
.which may be simplifi,ed as roll?WS. Make the Boussinesq approximation that 
. . ~
• o I --- I 
density variations p ab?ut the mear Po are unimportan_t~except where .they mul· 
tiply tbe gravi-tational a·~celeration'. The Corlolis. ter.m involving w is-. neglected in 
. . .,.,__, . . .. . ' 
(2.3a) as it is small compared to the C~riolis term involvlng v. The Coriolis term 
\ "'- ' ' . . . 
.-
in (2.3c) is also· neglected as it ·is small with r~spect to the .'gravitational term. 
I ; ... , • • 1 ~ 













. : .~ . .. ... . 
::) - 1 
For the Coriolis terms that remain introduce the Coriolis parameter as 
/ - 20sin,P, 12.4) 
where t/J is tb.e geographical latitude. In the formulation or the perturbation 
.. -< --· ,.. _, .1' 
·, 
equations it is assumed that non-linear terms are negligible. -Finally, for motions 
at sub'- inertial frequencies the term 88w in j2.3c) is negligible cq,mpared to the • , t 
gravitationaf acceleration terin. 
The per_turbatiqn . momentum ·equ~tions for the . horizontal motion thl'n 
..... 
become from {2.3a) .and (2.~b) · · 
.· 
.~ 
au'' - fv' =.:!.&pi ... 




The vertical momentum Equatio~ (2.3c ~ has a meJan state· w-hich is the hydros-
t.atic equation .. -- .--I (2.6) 
- ~ 
Subtracting this mean s~ate; fr:om (2.3c), the res1.1lting perturbati~n e~uation for . 
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2.2 Mass Conservation and Con tlnulty Equation· 
-· . .. 
' \ ~ 




Assuming the fluid is incqmpr.elisible which is a good approximation for sea watef . 





._.' \ ~vr-V = o. 
\') 
. This may be expressed · ~ Car~esi~n form as .. 
With (2.0), (2.8) becomes 








- · I I I ' a . I iJp· I iJ.p + ' I a p , Po , 8p - ·· 
- + u - ll - + w -- + w- = 0 . 









- . , • 
Still further simplification is possible by neglecting non-linear terms yielding' the 
equation r 
, 8 ~ 8p + ' Po 0 . 
- "'-- = at 8z . • (2.12) 
Thu·s far we have(h tot~l of fi_y.e Equations (2.5a), (2.5b), (2.7L-.{.2.10), and 
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2.3 The Pressure Equation 
.. ' ' ~ 
We loofc for ~.avelike solutions or the set of five. equation~ having the t.imc" ) ~ · · 
. . 
and alongshore depen·dence e i(iy + wt l wh~re k is the aloqgshor'e wave-number and 
w is the frequency or th~ wave motion. ~he pertur~_!~!~n quantities' ·behave as 
JIJ'(z ,y ,z ,f)= u"(z ,z )ei(A:y +.wiJ, 
· . (2.l~a) . 
._, . (2.13b) 
~'(z,y,z,t)= w"(z,z)ei(ty +wl), (2.13c.) 
(2.13d) 
I 1/,' '(L /) p ( i ;II, z ; t ) = p ( z ,z )e' "Y + r.~ • ( 2 .13c) 
- ~ 
' ' . 
Upon ~stitution of (2.13) into ·(2.5a), (2·~ sb), (2.J), (2.10), and (2.12), we obtain·. 
. ' 
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10 
au" . n aw" 
8;- + aku + ·Tz = 0 ... 
The syste~. or Eqns. ~14a-d) may be s~lved fo! the th,ree ~elocity coinp~_nent& as 
u" =~ (/ 2 _f.J)p, [;af ~ ik(J, (2.l5a) (~) 
I' (2.15b)' 
• I 
" · 1 ">. [ i t1 ap "] 
.w =- --(/ 2 -~)~o 'N2 8z : 
·•-----:- ' 
... 
In Equations (2.1!1) · t~e no~-di~ensional bilo;ant fre~uency 














- A governing equation in pressure. p "(z ,z) in the inte~ior of the ftuid is 
" . . . . 
obtalned}l)y substitu~ipg the ~xpreSifon.s for velocity components (2.15) into the 
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c ~ - . 
. . 
buoyancy rrequency and the C~riolis frequen~y are constant. 
The bohndary eq':'atio~z ,z) are obtained by considerfug the How pro-
perties at each boundary (see Figure 2.1). The basic condition is that or no flow 
. ~ . .,, 
normal to each boun~ry ex~pt at the ofl'sl:tore ·boundary. At the coast the 
I 
boundary is vertical [Mitchum and Clarke, 1986) sou".== o and hence 
•• 
,, 
8p n · · O'ra;- + kp = 0· . (2.17 
. ) 
~ """< I ' • 
Along the,sl~ping _bot_ tom of the sb~lf upon wliich z. = -h (z ), whe~e ~ (z) is t · ~ 
. ·. . - I . ·. . -
ftuld depth- as ·a functio-n of offshore distance :z, the How condition .·is · 
I 
. . . I 
118h • . . • • h 
u a:z· + w~ reqUirmg t a~ I ~ 
-
uaap:' + kp" + u ap" == o .. 
... N2 8h az . 
.a:z 
(2.l(c). 
Wh h b • 0 ah h b d' • '• • l'fi d II ere t e ottom 1s at Bz · = 0 so t e a ove con 1t1on IS strop 1 e to w = 0 
-- -yielding · 
ap ·~ = o. ,. (2.17d) 
az ~ ~ ' ,l o · . ~-{ - Apply.ing, the . rigid·liCI a~proximation al\g the surface at z = 0 leads to w = 2,_ 
there so that Equation (2.i7d) applies at the ~~rface a.S w.ell. The offshore condi• 
tion is that the oceanic response be trapped at the coast so that p" ~ 0 as ·z -oo. 
. . . 
.... . 
As this condition is imprilctical to implement iti a numerical .scbeme, the do~ain . 
. . 
is restricted to-an offshor-e d~tance or D som~ dis.tance past the s·eaward edge o( 
the sh~lr ai L (see Figure 2.1 ). An appropriate choice Cor I>' is approximately 1:5 
times L !Chapman~ lg83J. There the condition that the gradi~nt~oc~tmal 
0' 
• 
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112 . '. .) 
• a , 
velocity must vanish is applie'd !Brink, 1982) which is ~ = 0 so 
IJz , ·r'· 
'· 
iJ2 II a II ' 









· Th~ ~q~~tions (2.17) may be ;e--expres-~ed by collecting all terms involving k · 
. .~ ' . , .. . 







· in the interior· . ) 
,,' {l) 
I • (2.18a) 
• 
at z = 0 
iJp 
17- = - kp, 
az 
(2.18b) . .. 






a;= ... O, . -(2.18d) 
.. . . 
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(1 a2~ = -k ap. 
- az .az 
( For fixed u t~e~uations.cdl!stitute an eigenvalue problem 





' ~-w: :\-r. 
·:·~ 
.. : . 
. , 
the alongshore wavenumber. Since it is quadratic in the eigenvalue a special 
technique ts "employedJ¢'· its solution. 
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The solution to the partial differential(Equation (2.18) is s~ught .ot/er. the 
~ 
irregular t~o-di~ensiorial shelf .domain. It is conveni~n t to transform the domain 
into a rect~ngular dorpain by ·a vertically stretched coordinate ~ransfor111at.ion . 
,The equations are the~ discretized and are formed into .a matrix eigenvalu:_prob-
. ' \. ' . ' 
· . . lem no.n-.l_inear· in the eigenvalue·: Th~ pr~blem ,.is line~rized at the cost·or increas_. 
:· · . irig the .dimension or the 'solution space. Th~ system '!s 'then sol~ed ·. usi~g ·a·n 
. . . . . ... . . . ' 
~ 
iterative. pfocedure called the 'inve~e pow~r algorithm whereby .the ·perturbation 
~ ' . ' 




3.1 . door~lnate Transformation 
( 
I • 
. ' . 
' . 
.-1'- • . .. 
. ~· 
The motivat.io.Y...\•ing ~ coordinate traitslorma~ion is that a solution to . 
(2.18) is more easily obtained in a rectangular domain. To carry out the transfor-
. ' .. : _. 
• • . - • 'I • • .. ' 
. . ~ 
mation it i's necessary to derive expressions which relate the derivat ive functions 
in · the . irreguiar and'~ui';r~ngular domains. A map~ing from t~e irr~gular 
.· 
\I • ,, 
o ' 
. 
domain or Figure 2.1. to a rectangular <lom~in . is a ~ertically stretched coordina te 
. ' . 
tr~nsform.ation from (z ,z) space to (z·',z") space according to 
. . ' . ' 0 ' ' 
~·· · . , ' I 
i £ ..• :{.''.,_,, .• ;~-: OJ.,,._ ...:.-:·.:. ~' ~.~~ : 
~-· ·· . 






.. ' ~• A 
' .. ~ . -- ·.··.- . .._. .. 
- ~ . , • • f 
I 
·-: , . . 
• l 
I 
z = z, (3.la) 
I • 
z = T(z)z, 
-
.. 
0 . . 
~ 1 
T ( z ) = "Pf':::" . 
• n \Z) -. (3.2) 
' 
In transfor·med-spa~e, the depth z' lfow goes from Tero at the surface to a value or 
_ _) .~ 
• on~ at tbjttom .inespective oqorizoutal Position along t~e ::_h,eli bot to;. ~ 
tlat bow-.o·m. • · ._ . 1 





. .. \ ·. -. . . . . .· 
fng relate derivatives in the irreg_ular domain ~o those in the ·tectangular domain I · 
. . . '1 · I 
.. , 
., 
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coh&.t .,. . 
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ap aT z' ap 
u-, + u~--. -, = -kp, 
·az 8z T 8z · 
. . . 
: ap· ~ - ~ · ar ;.· ~ ~ ·r .. _· · ~ ap .-_. · · . ,. 
u--:;. + ~ - , -T +_. ··ah --:-; .- -kp ,. . {Jz , · lJz_ : · .. N2-· _ Oz. . 
. . · ~ ·~ az ~ · · ·. · · , .!q · • • t, 
surface or Oat bottom 





_1_=0 · az' . 
· . . 
o ~ ' , I 
. azp ·=- a~ . -
. fl It) k 1 o , 
lJz ~ . · Oz . ;' 1 •. 
, . . , 
. I 
' .. v 
.. . ~ ·· • • • ~ - (> · . . 
f3.4a) · 
«' 






; · Simpiffi~ation .. oft·he transro·rmations (3.3) 'are possible in certain regions ot. ' · ,f.j 
' .. 
' . 
f-.:: . , ' l " 
'It •"f. J I - ~ • ' ' • • • ' • ' ' .. • . f ' • "to • .. ' 
the ~omo.in. -~w~~re ·~h~ :ocean bottom is Oat :~ wiJl be -~~ro and c~ns-~<[U?_~tly . . ·, 
by {3.2) both a~ .and 82 r2··- will be ·z~rQ. f~rms involvi~g these quantities ~av 
. az a: . . . . ; 
.. ~-
. be ignored -~heft Equations · {;3.4) are evaluated over any . port-ion of ,tlte domain 
' -· • f • ..-.-. • ., •• - .· ' ~.o.., t " • • • ·. ' 
which · b~· a :(\at bottom. In particular Equation (3:~e) was· ·derived under. the 6 I 
" '· . . 
4 ~ • • ... ~assumption that the ocean· h8.s a Oat bottom in the' region .wher~ the offshore 
. boun~a~y cpndition is applied. An . 'additional ~impliflcat.~on 'is: th~t by 'virtu.e or ..  . 
.· t.he choice of .the origin of th~ (~',:')' ~oordin~te sy~tein at th-e surface: · ~£.: th~ · · 
·. . . . 
. .. 
. . •';, . 
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coastal boundary, th:.>n z' is 7.ero every~here alo~g the surra.ee __ hou_ndnn· . ·This-·. 
implies all tet:ms involving z' are· dropped wb~n Equations ( 3.4) are app Ht-d 'tit t h<' · 
. ·.. . . 
surface . . Such simplifications lM~ to computatrona! savings . 
.. 
" ' 
3."2 -Finite. Difference 'Forms 
. .., 
" . . . 
' 
',.,-! ~ . ' .· 
.. · The 'nex't · st'ep in tlie sch~·me is· to tra!lsform t~e contitiuous ·Equations.·(a .. i} .. _: 
., -\ . ~ .. . . "; " . . .. ' . . . ~ 
.· :- . . . . .' . . .. . ~ . . . . ' 
·into a s.et of discr.ete -equations. Tlie domain· is. to 'b~ expressed· as a grid (see Fig-
• 0 ' . 0 ' • • • ' • • • • • 
. . ., . . ~ 
·. u·re 3.1); there will be one ~iscrete· equa,tion for each grid point-. ·The .pfili:t(fsuper:. 
, . ' . • . , ' • I • .. . . , ' 
. scri~ts on . z ana z a:re now dropped ~ all refer(mces to a coordina~e sy~tem _are' 
. hencerorth to the transformed on~. A re~tangular mesh system. is set up wher·~. · · 
> ~ ' ) : I I 
each point is indexed by a pair of 'su-bscripts ( i ~ i ), 'the i ·.referring to the z dire~~ ~--
.. • • • • ,' 6 
.tion -and the j refer.rin~ to the z . directio~. · The lh,es.b. spflcing i~ th~ z · direction _. 
. . -.., ' . 
1s .6.x, and 'iii the z·. directian it Is Az. A centered· finite diO:erence sche~e 1s 
l " :') 
,., . 
. . . 
, ' .... u~ed.- Tbe b~i~ ·lor t~ Cboic~ io that tbe . pressu~~ 'at .a point ih the do~~in is. ' 
. assumed to nave continuou"s z and z- deriv·ativ~. an<i thereby :can be expand'e4 . 
l . 
• , • • , I 
- abou~ that point in~ a Taylor's. series: ··For details or the finite djfference scheme , 
. ' \ . . .. 
· ~ I ' 
.·, 
. . 
see Append~ · B. 1'he .~bnt_inuum derivative at c.a point thereby ~·e~omes an 
. . . . 
. ~ .• .· 
appfoxi~atioQ invoJving : the: ~oint 'itself and its 'nin·e nearest neighbours. The 
.. .: ' . . ' .. - - . 
discrete deHvati':'eS; ~re :!~oache; 1085} 
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.the numeric~l discretization of 
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i .. . 
. t'J2p •Pt,J+I- 2p;,,. + ,Pi,j 71 
.. iJz2 = · .1:2 
. . . 
Pi+I,J+I + P.-t,j-1- J:'i+I.J,-1- Pt-I;J+I 




SQbstitution of (3.5) into the set of Equa.tions (3.4) yields the folloY..-ing equa-
. " . . . 








82 T ... 
1,/ I . r2 
........-
8T z •. (Jz'2 
+ { Tz ~:T :) N2.1z2 + 2.1zT Pi ,J +1 
., 
-
" { -2 aT· .z • T2 + 
. Az 2 ~ (2 th ~:2T } . - 2 N-zA:'.! )P. ,,. 
• 
.' o/>. I . . atz 't. " ar z. T2 7hi + (a;: I).;T'J .. N 2Az 2 - 2A:T p,_,_, I 
l ..... • \ l. ~; 2 ~ ;~ Az l~i ~l.l+l ~ ( !).~~ -) p, ·l;j ,+ L~~ ~T ~z Az) p, _·l , , - ~ 
. , .. 
.j 
'· 
.r.; .. , 
~~~ · '·' ~h; :, ·: , , ' ( .. ,, 






··~.. . . . .
.· ...--.. 
·, 




,. ~ . 
" .. 
~; 1 •• , · •• 
~! • : I 
: • • · I 
•.:·. ; 
... ; . 
\ 




. . --\ 
' •. 
.. ... .. \ • , .. ' .I • ~·. ~ . .. ... 
. ~· ' . . . 
- ~ I 
'. 
' ~~ 
= k2p · . ·~ 
...... ,' ,J I I J 
coast .• 
I u ~; 2;,-T J Pi ,j -1 - ( 2~z J Pi -l,j = -kpi ,1 , 
·~elf bottom 
I ar z r · ] . (1 + (1 p· . i -8z 2AzT 211 .N28h •,J+ . z 8 . • • % 
··' 
' _, ' I I • 
\ I~~: 2/:lzz~ + u ' . T 8h ·] Pi,i-1 - { 2~z } Pi-l,i .= -kp;-.i I · 26zN2- . .----. · 8z . ·· , 
· .. 
. . 
surfuce and flat bottom 
. ' Pi,i+~- Pi ,j-1 = 01 · . 
. offshore·. 
' ( l:l:~ )Pi+l,i- (2 o.:? )Pi,~- · + (·l:l: 2 )Pi-t,; :. 
. 









The Equa~ions ('3~6) form a system of ~quations in which tbe unknowns are 
. 
the pressures Pi ,( at each grid point. The equatlon for·the inte~ior of the fluid 
; 
(3;6a) .. is applied at . each .. point in. the interi~r or the . ~omain and at rach point 
' ' • I 
along the b~undary. .The interior Eq~ation (3 .  6a) is applied at a. total or 
N.;... nz X n: poin.ts ,where nz is the number of pqints in the horizontal ·and nz is 
' . ' 
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the number hr the· vertical direction. The interior equation applied at a. point JC' , • • 
alolig the boundary or the domain will involve points exterior to the domain. 
The-appropriate boundary Equation, (3.6b ·- 3.6e) is used to eliminate the unk-
nown exterior points· from the interior .equation. 
3.3 Matrix Formulation 
In the domain there are N points at which th~ pressure is to be solved for. 
. . . 
,, . . . 
An N. dimensional vector P is constructed by considerfng all . th~ points in the 
. . . 
first column ·for which i = '1 (i.e. at the .coast), from the ·surface to the bottom 
_.... 
which. has j = 1' : .. ,nz points and then adding on each consec~tive column or 
points in the direction or the offshore corresponding to i = 2,. ' . ,nz unt!l p 
references every point in the domain. Equ~jons (3:6) can be written as 
(3.7) 
where A, B, C."'~ line:rsx operato~. A!3 eac~ ~w or tiLe matrices A, B, 
and C are mult1phed ,b~ he operation sy1mbohzed by (3.7) then e~ch row 
·represents a(\ equation at one unique point in the domain. There are· a total of N 
equations and hence A, B, and C are each N X N dimensional. 
.. -
The non-linear problem (3.7) can be expressed as a Jinear problem with the 
substitution _ 
Q = k (3.8) 
into the second term on the right-hand si e of (3.7) where the vect9r Q is N 
't 
I ' .. 
. \ 
~---- - ' • 
i ' •• • ' · 
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dimensional. This equation becomes 
'I' 
. ., " 








The system of Equations (3.8) and (3.9) ~hen form a problem of dimension 2N 
(3.10) 
. . 
w~ere ~ is the identity matrix and b is the null ~atrix . . Both I :Ld 6 are N X N 
dimensional. 
·' 
Instead of sol.ving {3.10) dire.ctly it is desireable ·io introduce-an--explicit shift 
' whi' is ~n es-ti~~t~r k us~d to irriprove solutio~- convergence as' .well as. to. 
isolate a p·articular solution [Stewart, 1973). The vector 
. ~ , . . - ----
(3.11) 
. .r • 
i~ subtraCted from both .sideso( (3.10fto yield / · • 
~.· - • (A-1B -1C) (.P) (k/..\)(l~B c"") (p)· 
, -1 I I Q ~~ ' - 1 I . 0 . Q · , ( 3.12) 
. Rearrangement of this v~ctor equation yields 
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From the ·.efinition of the'inverse of a matrix it 'follows that 
~ A B c _, ( n-'I , n-'c } '( -' _, ) -
-11 . I - ,o-11 n-1(A-•B)' (3.16) 
' After substitution of this inverse expansion into (3.13), the vector equation can be 
multiplied' out to yield ' 
~ I 
The Eq~;~ation (3.17} has the standard for'm of a discrete eigenvalue problem 
,-- ~ -....... . 




e is the 2N dimensional vector 
.,.,.-
{= (~). 







The eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue of largest abS<~lt.ite . value, 
say >. 1, which ifo turn corresponds to thti ·k- - " .of smalles~ absolute value can be 
determ'lned b/....~pplicat.ioo oa~. the inverse po;er algorithm. To understand how 
. . . ) ~·· . 
the algorithm leads to a fOiution. eigenvector e, or (3.18) with·~eigenvalue ).1 . from 
- ( ' . 
. som~ initial and arbitrary vector eo . it is necessary to assume that u has. a c~-in-
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Since the set of eigenvectors form a basis for the space spanned by M then any 
. . ~ ) .. ~ 
vecto~ ~pressed in the form 
~3.2?J 1 
where the ""'I are some scalars for i = I, 2, ... , 2N. It is evidE,mt that repeated 
.application of M on eo say 1v times will lead to 
(3.23) 
A, particular eigenvalue k 1 of (3.10) can, be singled out for computation by 
choosing an 4 in the neighbourhood of k 1 so ' that >. 1 will be large and (3 .. 21) will 
be satisfied. The rate of conve,rgence of (3.'~8} on the eigenvector of largest eigen-
value depends in part on the relative magnitudes of the largest eigenvalues. 
' . 
Assuming >.2 is the second largest eigenvalue (in magnitude) then convergence on · 
>.1 tends to be quick provided jx. I >> lx21· 
~ . . 
.  
r·-
Ir v is large enough and (3.2l} is valid the~· the eigenvalue. >. 1 will dominate 
so that to an arbitrarily good degree or approximation 
I • 
(3.24} 
where et is the. estimated ei after the v' ... -iteration. 
]he mann~r--in -which the solution : technique works· is that we assume that 
after iteration ,; we .have computed e1j,. Note that to get the iteration procedure 
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' . I 
.. 
\: ' . ~ . - -~ ' ' lr ' .: 
determined oy a sini~le application of M since 
' 
• M~t" == ~t + I: (3.25) < -
This procedure is cor:tinued until convergence. to .a single'eigenvector is obt afn~d. 
This eil'ienvector is identified as e, . 
. 
Once the' eigenvector ~. is known then the eigenvalue >. 1 is immediatl'ly 
known by one more application or M as in 
~ 
'I , 
: .Recalling the definition of e from (3.20) It is possible to r~write (3.'25) as two 
' . . \ . 
... 




where P" and Q" are known from the previous iteration. There is a difficulty 
.,. ___ .
with (3.27) i~ that it requires the i'nversion of D an N X N matrix where N is of 
the orderf"of several hundred points. -It is therefore Impractical to attempt a solu·, , 
tion of (3.24) by inverting D directly. 
.. 
I ' 
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3.4 Alternate Formulation 
Instead of solving the eigenvalue problem (3.27) with N X N dimensionai . 
matrioes the problem can be solved by" aeaJing wi.tb nz sets of matrices of size 
n: X nz . ~...The v~ctor P may be broken up into a set of ; = l , ·: . . , nx coiumn 
vectors Pi ~ach of dimension nz, with each subv~ctor p spanning from the ocean 
b'ottom to the surface. Th~ equation at ~oint (i ,j) involves points lying.~-
·• t • 
the columns i -1, i, and i +1 only. This ~ugge~ts a method of reformula:ting the . 
Eq~atio~s (~.6} in ·m~tri.x no.tation in analogy wi·t~ (~.27) as • . 






where all m9ttric9fT&re of dimension nz X nz and a.ll vectors are or dimensibn nz . 
I . • 
--
/ 
The manner in which the sub matrices a+ 1, a 0 ; ,- a-; are derived from the matrix 
' ' 
A, the b+j, b' j,'b-; from B, andthe e+;, 0°.;, C-j from cis illustra~d in Figure 
3.2. Also depicted is the rehitidn between. the subvectors Pi and the ve~tof P. 
• Thus t~e nz set or ~quations (3.28) ar.e equivalent to (3.27) ~nd have the advan-
tage or being more manageable numerically. 
· .. d 
~~-r~·(· J .. _ 
.-/:;- · . . 
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Figure 3.2 Diagrammatic r elation between fonnula.tion of eigenvalu~ probl~m 
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k.: : !,, 
On each iteration, the solution vectors of the( perturbation pressure~ are· 
._, 
.. 
determined for each of the nz ·columns of the dom'ain. The following is an e·xpla-. 
--- --
nation of exactly how the perturbation pressures for each column are 'determined 
nt the 11 +' ·1 iteration by using a modified form of Gaussian elimination. Con-
' 
sider the nz · set of equations of the form (3.28). In general we relate t'wo adja-
. I 




·• 11+1 :t. • 11+1 p" 
· Pi -1 = f.'l-IPi + . i -tr (3~Q-) .... 
_ ... -
matrix and Pi is a nz dimensional vector. 
_For (3.28a) ·at the_ coastal boundary (i =I) we have 
{a+l- 8 b\- 8~c+dP2v+ r::+ (ao 1- 8 b·o I:.. 82Co dti(+ I= 
.,. 
(3.30) 
There is no reference to column i -1, that is column 0, as it ·was impli~itly ~lim-
inated ip the formulation of (3:28). The, form of (3.20) at the coastal boundary is 
·p· II-+' I a n 11 + I + {J• , 
I = lc~ . I • (3.31)....,_ . 
--
•• 
~ ~ection or (3.30) leads to 
·:· 
;S) , 
. ( + b+ 2 + ) &1-8 I-8Ct 
at = - o o 2 o ' (a I - 8 b I - 8 C d (3.32a} 
(3.32b) 
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introduced such that 
(3.33) 
\ 
for arbitrary mat.·ice~ A and B. 
Next for columns from i = 2, · · · ,nz the relations for a1 and ~. are derived 
.. 
from substituting (3.2Q into the left-hand side or (3.28a) to eliminate column 
rogressive scheme as the index · i vartes across the 
shelf from i = 2, · · · ,nz that the matrix a1_1, and the yector Pi-t ~re known f 
from the previous calculation at i -1. The a 1 and P; are calculat~ 1as 





. ·When the col\IJlln • = nz .is reached we need to solve for p,.. " + 1 •. The 
column Pnt'+t" + 1 does not appear in tire formulation of (3.28a) at the . offshore 
. . 
~boundary as the unknowns in th~t column were ini~ii.~itly elim~nated in-(3:28a) 
by application of the o~shore boundary condition. At ; = nz we have . 
( o b ~ 2 ~(. • ) • II + I -1 - b- 2 - ) • II + 1 a "'- ~ ,.. -~c.;·' Pnr +,a"' - ' liS :ri' c Ill p,,.J " = 
(bo o ) • v o • 11 + ( b- - ) • v + - · 11 
. ns + ~ C liS .P"ns + C ns q,., ns + ~ C ns Pns- - 1 C ns qna-1 • 
' 
(3.35} 
· From (3.29) there is also the relation 
\ 
, 
•• . . (l 
. ' ~· .. ~ ' • •• • . ...... ' •• ' . • ' • ' J ' ' • 
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\ . .. 30 
(3.36) 
-
where ons-l ll.nd Pns - t are already computed and available. The Equations (3.35) 
. ~ 
a~d (3.36) fori:JL a !3ystem of two equations in two unknowns namely Pns _1" + 1 and 
. ' . 
' pfU" + 1 • ..Ihe system iS conveniently ·sol~ed by substituting (3.36) into (3.35). to 
·.· 
·• • 
. e.limin at.e p~ _1' + 1• • T~ ." resultin~· !q~o\i~nfor )·~· ; is , .· 
' ( b+ i ) • ' II .' + • II 
· . ' ns +·1 C ns Pns+l . C 'ns qns+'i • ( · 
. Pn: *- ( 0 . bCI · ; 2 Cl ) + ( - . b- . 2 - ) .' + 3 .. 3i) .. > .. 
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. ' . 
.. 
( - b- 2 - )fJ" a "~ - I n1 - I C'•ns . n1 -1 ' . 
. 
( 4 '' bO 2 D .-r ('''- b- 2 - ) • a; ·ni r I ns - I C ns 1 + a ns - I ns - I C ns O,nz -I • . 
, i' •• . . . . , ,-....... 
~ J 1 --- ~ 
'" .. \ .. ,. . 
With;;;"' 11 + 1 now known 'as ~ell as all the oi' and {Ji then immediately all 
the other Pi"+ 1 vectors in the domain .are obtained using (3.29) as a recurrence 
-
' relation. The solution for qi 11 +. 1 ·i's t~~n 'e~dily determined :by ~pplicatjon ·of 
(3.28~) . 
• .. 
aJj · Conv~rgence Criteria 
. \ 
On each complete iteration through the domain a new pressure solution 
. . . ' 
pll + 
1
. is obtained from t~e solution P11 at tb'e· prev.ious ite~ation. To initialize the 
pracedu·re an arbitra.ry vector po is chosen. A~-convenient chQi~e is to set all the 
i · 
r · ' 
' ' 
l ; 
, . . \ . 
" :;, ' >\_;if-, ; ~~)'. • .:;:·:::{ v·.;.' ;" · - .. 
.  . 
.. . . ~ 
~ . 






', ' .. • • I - ' ' . . 
. '· "'-:"/ 
.. . 
• '" ·, .r _,... .:~.'- · 
~f - .• 
·-
Convergence to a solution is detected usmg the Rayleigh Quotient which 





k - ' 
( p 11 + I )H . ·p 11 






I • • \& f'l ' 
where the: superscript H on vector ' P" -+: 1 denote~ the.' comple.x conj uga~e tran;-·. ·, . 
'· .· ' · 
.. 
. ·' 
J • .. • L. . 




. , ,.• 
J • • 
. ,. \ ..... 
~· . ' 
~\, . . 
I 
'· ., . 
l , , 
} 
.. ,;} i ' ; ·.~f~!!~:):·, 
., , ~ . 
spose. -If the solution ,lias converged then two successive iterations will p~o~uc~ 
' . 
values Cor the Raylei~h Quotient whicl'l differ by an amount.less 'than some· aJ:b!-
• • • :. .. • • ol • • , _ 
•r I , , , 
· trary small para~ete.r E. At convergeiJ.ce, t.he eige1:1yalue k is recove_red. froJil· 
•' ' ', ~ •.. ' • ' • o ..- I 
{3.38) since :, · is alrMdy known. T,he ·corresponding eigenvector i.s identified as 
'11 + l p • . 
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APPLJCA~IONTO BAROCLJNIC CTW's 
'. 
In this Chapter · the effect of a consta~t ~trati~cation on , th~ propagation 
characteristics of CTW's shall be investigated. The propagation characteristics 
of CTW's are determined by a dispersion reJati~n between their frequency and 
• . -) • ' • ' I ' 
. . - -wfi'l!_en umber. The main• feafures of a <?TW dispersion. relation will be 7 ou'ttlned 
;. 
'·· 
by first pr_esenting the simpler barotropic dispersio·n relation. 
) B~ • , 'Dl i . R. . I • 
· 4.1 arottopu: spers on e at1on 
·-
The she'Ir pr<;>ftle used to investigate the barotropic dispersion r~latiofis~is the 
same as that studied by Buchwald and Adams (1968), -namely 
. ~ . 
The cons~ants are chosen to be 
for 0 < :z ~L, 
for L < :z ~D. 
h0 = 21.9 m, 
b = 4.52 X 10-5 m-1, 
L' = 1.20X 105 m, 
.I 
·D .- L60XI05 m, 
' 6L h 1 o:::s h, e ~ 4000 m. 
The Coriolis paramete~: is taken 'i\5 f. .... i.ox10-• s·1• 
. ' 
I 
'' J I ' ' t l l ' ' 
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· If .the rigid lid approximation is made the CTW solutions for this shl'!f shapl' 
. 
can b~ determi~ed analytically !Buchwald and Adams, 1~68J .. For this solut inn 
the wavenumber k is the root of the transcendental equation 
0 
-a 
.tan(oL ) = b . , 
1- + kJ 
-2 . 
( .•. 2) 




At a given frequency w; the analytical solutions obtained occur ~ a finite nurn.bcr 
of real wavenumber solutions and an infihi,t~ .~ei' of compl~x wavenumber 
solutio.ns. The real solutions are the propagating modes and the complex solu-
tions are the evanescent modes. 
The distinction Qetween real propagating and '.complex evanescent solutions 
~ 
.#* is as follows. The wavenumber solution k will have a real component kn and 
t ~ 
. possibly .a non zero imaginary component kl such that 
I • 
( 4..1) 
~he wave s:lution :has a har~?nic al7gshore dependen~e of the form e '4~ .' Sub· 
stituting (4.4) into this dependence gives • . 
('1.5) 
The factor e -•,, thus repr~sents a growth or decay of the wave .in the alongshore 
direction. A ·real pr:opagating solution therefore bas constant-amplitude wh ilc a 
complex ·evanescent solutio.n does not . 
· , •, 
' 
. .~ .... 
, '•.!. 
' : 
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The b~rotropic dispersi~n curve for the real part of t'~e . wavenumber calcu-
lated analytically for the first three modes is presented in Figure 4.1 [Webster, 
1085j. Frequency has been non-dimensionalized as tT = wff and the real part of 
' . 
the wnvenum~er as "YR =-kR fb where b is the shelf slope parameter . 
The ratio of the frequency · to the wavenumber at a given point' on the 
dispersio~urve gives the phase velocity as 
t w c =--
. . p k '· (4.6) 
~ ~ . , - t 
which is tlie rate at· which lines of constant phase· propagate in thel alongshore 
direction. The phase velocity may only be or negative (positive) stgn 1n the 
northern (southern) hemisphere, hence·CTW's onJy propagate with the coast on 
the right (left). The group .veloci.ty is the slope or the dispersion curve at a given 
... 
wavenult\ber: that is. 
C. fJw 
, = fJk. (4.i) 
The group velodty represents the velocity of energy .i>ropagation m the 
aJongshoretdirection. 
An important feature ~r the barotropic dispersion charfcteristics is that each 
propagating mode is fr~quency limited. That is, each mpde has a subinertial rr~ 
quericy above which it may not exist as a propagating mode but must be eVaiJeS-
cent. Below this cutoff frequency the propagating CTW's occur in modal pairs 
. having the same mode· number but having group velocities of ~pposite signs. The 
CTW in a modal pair is considered to be forward propagating i£ its group velo-
t 
city is·positive and to b~ backward propagating if its gro4p velocity is negative. 
I' ,.1 . 
. . 
• ::~:>~\·~~-~ ... - ~ ~: \1_ .. ;e: . J·, ~:~~ L!: "' , ,~ :~~ -J ~: .·~:, . .. :•}'~ . ~ >••' ... • 
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Figure 4.1 Dispe.rsion diagram for tfle real part of ~he·...-~avenumbt!r 
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At the .cutoff frequency the group velocity is zero. Above this frequency the 
. . 
evanescent modes split off from the propagating modes. The evanescent modes 
also occur as modal pairs. The members of an evanescent modal .pair have 
wa,venum~ers that are complex con'jugates of each other !Webster, lQ85J . 
. 
The baroclinic numerical scheme outlined .in ~hapter three is applied to the 
. .shelf profile (4.1) using an extremely small amount·of'stratification. T~e barotro-
pic di~persion -curv~ of Figu_re 4.( is reproduced. The success or the numeric~! 
sche'me in . reproducing the ana:ly~i~al solution can be regatded as a partial 
. . 
verification or the scheme. A more coriiple~e verification is presented in Appendix 
c. 
4.2 Baroelinlc Dispersion Relation 
The effects of density· stratification on t_he dispersion characteristics are now 
i~ ed. ihe same. sh~Ir profile (4.1) is used with the same n:f'e;ical param· 
eters. A de~sity stratification parameter is chosen (Chapman, 1Q83] such that 
. Nh.-·1 
s =7" /L'' (4.8) 
Note that th'e ~uoyancy frequency is defined in its usual dimensional for·m· in the 
' . 
context of th~ stratification parameter. The stratification parameter i~ set to the 
. . . 
..-
values or s - 0.2 to simulate a weakly stratified ocean and s .... 1.0 to simulate a 
. .. . . ' 
stro~gly ;_ stratified oc~an. ~The dispersion curves' for botlt · thes~ cases arc 
' . . .Pf.ese~tcd_ in 'Figures 4.2 an·~ 4.3. 
,/ . •, . 
'.~ · . •I I\ 
' ' 
' . ~ 
. ~ 
- ~ ·. 
• . J , , 
' \ 
-". 
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. ~ . 
Stratification ·bas the effect of _increasing the phase speed of the forward pro-
. . 
pagating modes while decreasing the phase speed of the backward propagating 
modes [Chapman, 1983}. As well, at S ·= 0.2 a second zero of group velocity ~ 
introduced for each mod.e. As with the first zero or group velocity there are 
evanescent, modes · b·ranching out from the second zero of group velocity. The 
second zero or group velocity differs from the:fir~t in that it defines the frequency 
below which a backwards propagating mode'can not ~xist for the particular f11pde 
' . 
number. There exists a range of frequencies for a. given mode through which that 
mode can exi~t as a long wave forward propagating mode, a sh.ort wa\'e backward 
. . 
propagating mode, or an-even ~barter wave forward propagating mode. 
Another feature of this particular choice of stratification parameter is the 
manner in which certain propagating modes are linked through the CVaneSCl'Jlt . 
modes. For in~t-ance, there is an e~anescent mode branching out fro..m.the second 
zero of grouP, velocity of the first mod.e which eventually connects up to the first. 
zero of "gro~p velocity of the third mode. As ~ell, the evanescent mode branch-. 
ing out from the second zero of group velocity of the second mode con nect.s to 
t~ first zero of gr~up velocity of,.,the fourth mode, although this is not depicted 
in Figure 4.2. The process or transformation or the mode two prop·agating mod(l 
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Figure 4.2 Dispers~on diagram tor the real par~ of the wavenumber 
for propagating and evanescent CTW mo~es for a b·aroclinfc 
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Figure ~· 3 Dispersion d'iagram for; the real ·part .of the waw-
- number for propagati-ng and evanescent CTH modt!s 
for a baroclini.c· ocean; S • l.O . 
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For .the strongly stratified case (S = 1.0), all three propagating modes~ no 
. ,/ 
lo~er~~~:quency limited. These mode~ exist right .PP to th~nertial frequen~y . 
Neither propagating mode has Ler( of group velocity and consequently there 
are .no evanescent modes splitting off from the propagating m?des. The dis'per-
sion curves suggest that the waves are· tending towards a non-dispersive Kelvin 
. -
wave nature. This premise is supported by analytically computing the 6aroclin~c 
.. 
Kelvin wave dispersion .relation (see Appendix D) for a flat bottom ocean of depth 
~ . 
· h 1 = 4990 m. For the first mode baroclinic Kelvin wave the dispersion curve iies 
· close to . the mode one CTW dispersion curve ·'Cor S ·= 1.0 (see Figure 4.3).' The 
~ . ' ' 
. . . . 
· stratification parameter may be interpreted as the ratio of the baroclhiic radius of 
. . . ' ' . . 
. . 
.deformation NH I I to the ·offshore length ~cal~ L • It is expected that as s is 
in<'rensed and hence the baroclinic .radius is increased that the CTW's will begin 
to see the- coast as a vertical wall. In the limit of large . stra~iffcation the CTW 
dispersion relation would tht!tefore appro~ch the baroclinic Kelvin wave disper-
s•n relatio~ (Chapman, 1Q83J. 
---
" . 
4'.3 F~xed Frequeney 
.-
1 Figure 4.4 shows the loc\ltions of the non-dimensionalized wavenumber solu-
tions in the complex plane for the lowest five modes at a fixed frequency of 
• I 1 ' ' 
tT - 0 ~3 for ·variable .strta.ti6cation. Note again that the non-dimensionalized 
wavenumber is' defined .as· 1 - k I 6 which has a real component "''R == kR I b and 
... 
.. 







1magmary component ;1 = k1/b. The stratification parameter is varied from 
S = O.Ol to S = 0 .4. 
The wavenumhers of the forward propagating modes one (IF), two (2F), and 
three (3F) decrease as S is increased. This behavior is consistent with the rE.'sult~ 
of the previo1,1s section. The wavenumbers of the evanescent modes four (4E) and 
five (SE) .apparently remain complex ·as S is incre~~d to O.'.t. For the backward 
. . ' ,. . 
pro·pagati.ng mod~~ one (18), two (2B), and three (38), increasing S first resulis in 
. ' 
t.he wavenumber increasing along the real axis. At an in.termedia.te value of S fqr 
each 'mode a second forward. propagating mode one ( 1 F'), two (2F'), . and three (3F') 
. ' 
. ' ...  
appears along the re'al axis. At a slightly higher stratification Cor each· mode the 
~ ~ . 
backward and the se<:orid forward ·propagating mode coalesce. At this point "7 
leaves the real axis and does a re~erse loop in the complex plane. -The evanescent 
' . 
modes occur as complex conjugates of each other. This is evident by taking the 
complex conju.gate of (3.18). ·Since M·.is purely f(>al ·· then M .... M' w~ere • is 
" ...... 
used to denote the complex conju~ate .. Consequently, if~ ·and"e a re solutions or 
(a. is·) then >. • .and (' are also so~uti~ns. Since ·th-ec omplex ; occur ~ · conjugate 
solutions, 'the joining or tbe two real solutio:ns produces two complex solutions. 
' - . ,. . 
The ~od~ two di~persion curve eventually rejoins the real ·axis and splits into a 
mode four forward and backward propagating mode. Thus, it appears that a 
process by which a given mode may transform into another mode, has been csta-
blished. 
. / -~ 
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~ numerical solutl9n S = 0.01 





3F' o rJf ~ m~m~.....;:3J-~3Cf-_ _,._~ 
~~--------._~·~----------~l----------~~~------~--~~-----------0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
. lR . \ . 
F' 
Figur.e 4. 4 Loc:l. of wavenumber solutions on the.Jconiplex Piane for o ,. 0. 3 and 
for Sv~riedbetweenO.Ol and0.4. The mode *umbers are indicated. 
F design,tes a forward propagating mode •--B· a backward propa_ga,..t:..ing . 
mode, and E an evanescent:· mode.· 
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·-4.~ Rate or Convergence 
--- )· 
· -..:..._ This Chapter is concluded by pr-esenting a not~ concerning Ute manner tn 
-
which a dispersion curve is produced .... The numerical scheme outlined in Chapter 
. l.... . 
three is implemented a'.s a Fortran 77 progtam on a VA-X 11/785 compu!Jr using 
double precision complex arithmetic· ( 14 digit accura{r). 
' -
To obtain results from the model it is ne~sary to specify: horizontal nz: · 
l. ,r . 
and vertical nz grid spacing, the bottom topography h ( z ), the shelf length L , the 
,. ' 
extent of the grid-in the offshore direction D, the Coriolis parameter f , the wave 
. . ' frequency w, an estimate of the wavenumber ' , and an arbitrary initial vector eo . 
~ 
The program will then seek a wavenumber solution k which is close to '. If the 
solution converges then a dispersion pair (w,k) is identified." Ir the solution dol's 
\ 
.. 
not c~m~ithin a spec1fie.d number of iterations then cxe~-~tion is terminn.t~d. 
The · solution may fail for any one of several ~~~o~/ First, if th_yre is no 
wavenumber solution k in the vl~inity or tbe sh·i·ft ' then convergence wiil not 
/• 
occur quickly enough. Secondly, certain choices or input paramet~rs m,ay lead to 
. ' • 
extremely large matrix· coefficients. A5 the · computer can not handle such 
. ' 
. . 
numbers the solution fails. T~irdly, convergence to a complex solution can nP.ver 
be obt.ai'ned with a real shift as complex conjtig~te solutions occur m conjugate 
"' p'airs both of which ~re the ex~ct san1e distance from any real shift. 
The generation of the curves in Figures 4.1 through 4.4 requires. the compi1-
) 
tation of a large number of such wavenumber solutions. Once an (w,k) pair fo.~· 
. _____ ,.. 
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' 
· tions on that curve may be improved by a factor of. five. This 1s achieved by. 
using the eigenvector or th~ .previous solution as the initial vector {" or the 
present solution. As 'veil, the choi~e of shift ' may be.-optimized by choo~ing it 
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INCLUSION-OF A B~OCLINIC SHEAR CURREN~ 
----
In this C~apter, the previous model is extended t1 include a baroclinir shear · 
. . . 
I 
current flowing pata~Jel to the.eoast to determine how the phase speeds of ~~TW's 
are inOuenced. Res.ults ar.e obtained for comparison with observations or C'(W . 
\ .propagation made · duri11:g the Australian Coa.Stal Experiment [Freeland ett al., 
1986] .. 





The mean states or density, pressu_te, and velocity are designated by Po, Po • . 
an~ U0 respectively .. The total density field p, pressure field fl', and velority field 
. 
D. are composed of the mean fields and the perturbation fields p', -p ', and V' du(l 
to the prese~ce or wave motion so that . ~ ' 
p = p0•(z ,z) + 'p'(z ,y ,z ,t h .(!) .. J !11 





The mean current has only one ·component parallel t.o the co_asqine de~oted :by' 
. ; . 
t'o • 
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The perturbation equations are derived from the mass conservation, the con- . 
tinuity, and the. mo~entum equations in a manner analogol}s to· that of Chapter 
two. The dilferentitil form of the density equation is EquatJon (2.11 ). After uti!-
izing (5.la) and (5.lc) for the density _a3d velocity fields, it becomes 
8p' + u'lJpo + ul8p' + vo lJpl . + .jllJpl + wi8Po + wl8p' = 0. (5.2) 
·flt 8z az: {Jy, 8y • lJz 8z 
. ' 
Assuming ·that the, perturbation quantities are much smaller than the correspond-
ing mean state quantities then this equation can be linearized to ' 
a' I lJp {) I lJp · . p + 1 0 + p + 1 0 Q .-
- u --- v0 - w -- = . lJt 8z - 8y 8: 
I ,t (5.3) 
The continuity Equation (2.9) remains as is because v0 has no y dependence. ; . 
Hence, 
8u 1 8v 1 aw' 
-+-+ --=0. 8z 8y az 15.4) 
' .. 
For the mome.ntum equations the time-dependent flow is separated from the 
-mean flow. Substituting the relations· (5.1) into the momentum Equations (2.1) 
gives the three component equations 
. 
OU I + U I au I + ( V + VI) lJu I + WI lJu I ..., j ( tl + V ') = 
81 . az 0 au 8z . 0 · ( 5,5a) 
-1 8(Po + P1) 
Po • 
-
8(tr0 + v1) + u 18(v0 + vf) + ( + 1)8vl. + ,Q(v0 + v') + Ju' .... at az. tlo tr au w az (5.5b) 
_ _!_l!L· 
· Po {)y 1 
__,_' 
_r-·- . . 
.. 
I ' 
'. . ~ - ~ t • • ' . ,J .' · 1 
• . _ .. ·'1 ' , 




· I { ' 





,, ,.., L .. ,, " • 
'"'---
ow'+ ,ow'+ ( + ')ow'+ ,ow' at u az t'o v- w--=-av a: 
' ., \ 
.... 
8(po + p ') 
(Po + p') ·a: -g. 
where the Boussinesq approximatjon· has been adopted. ' Lin('arizing 
averaging these equations produces from (5.5a) the geost.rophic relation 
fv.,. 
----Po az ' 







Subtracting the mean state Equations (5.6) from the Equations (5.5) and linenriz-
, 
ing the resulting equations gives the perturbation eq:uations as 
au' au' , . l 8p' 
-- + t'o -- -fv = ---. 8t · 8y Po Bz 
8v' ,a"o av; ,avo I I l . 8p' ' 
- + u -- + v0.- + W -- + u = ---, at az . · ay az · Po By 
a ' 
-p'g = _P_. 










. . ---The five perturbation Equations (5dLJ.5.4), (5.7), (5.8), and (.).9) in the five. 
I , 
unknowns p ', p', u ', v 1, and w' may be solved explicitly for the .pe-rturbation p~~s· 
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6.2 Long-Wave Approximation 
' 
. 
Analogous .t0 the treatment presented in Chapter~~o, the perturbation 
equations may be formulated ~ a gener?-lized discrete eigenvalue problem in pres-
sure. It turns __ out that the resulting equation is of· firth power in the eigenvalue 
k. The equation. is of the lfo~m 
(5.10a) 
The methods outlined earlier may be employed to solve su~h an equation result-
ing in an expanded dimensional space equal to five times the· original space. 
Making the long wave approximation re~uces this p;oblem to a linear eigenv~lue 
problem as 
AP = kBP. (5.10b) 
Another consequence is that the waves become nondispersive in the long-
wavelength limit. Making the approximation in effect means that th~ offshore 
moment.um~ Equation (5.~) is a purely geostrophic balance between perturbation 
. ' 
velocity v' and the cross sh~lf p_erturbation pre.ssure gradient "Jz as 
' I ' I 1 8p tl =--. Po 8% 
... ~ 
(5.11) 
For the approximation to be valid we assume the conditions· kL << 1, 
kv0 << I , and and w << I to be satisfied. Applying a scaling argument to 
(5.4) and use or tb~ condition kL' << 1 indicates that the offshore velocity u.' is 
. . .. ' 
smaJJer than the al?ngshore v·elocity v' by a (actor of order kL [GiJl and 
'· 
' ·t· 
~ .. ~ 1)~ 
. . ,_*. 
• • · :.: .. j, 
-, ..... , . ~ 
.• . 
\ 
. ' . -
• • : · -~ . •.·.~ '·. t 
' ;·~~ . 
,. 
au' Schumann, 1Q74J. The term -81 may be neglected iri (.1.7) in comparison with 
. · ~. I . 
f tJ 1 as the neglected term is smaller than f U. 1 by the product of the two t.Nms k/. 
and 1· As we+t, the term "o aau~; may be neglected in comparison with J t• ' . 
This time the neglected term is smaller than f"' by the product of the two h•rms 
kL, and ";o . Taking a maximum allowable alongshore velocity t10 to be of ordrr 
l ms-•, k of order 10"6 m·•, L or order 105 m, and I or order 10"5 s·•, th('n t.he 
' term! kL and kv0 are bo~b ~r order 0.1. Their product is then of order 0.01 .. Alsd 
note {bat since the geostrophic assumption is made in only one coordinate direc- ·· 
_..,.- . . . . -
lion the equatiops used are termed semi-geostrophic. 
5.3 Pressure Formulation 
-
As·in Chapter two, solutions are sought which have the harn1onic time and ,, 
alongshore dependencies e l(ty + wt) where " is the alongshore wavenu~ber and w 
I • 
is the frequency. The equationS' of motion are reduced from a four-dimension. a! · ~ 
l' 
problem in z, y, :, and t to a two-dimensi~nal one in :z and z. · Each ol the five -::::-
perturbation quantities is now denoted by double prime superscripts in accor-
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• " "8po . " "fJpo 1 wp + u -- + 1kv0 p + w - == 0, az az (5.12a) 
au" • N aw" 
-- + ''"' + -- = 0, az az (5.12b) 
., 1 ap" 
'" === --, )', Po az 
..... _._ ... 
(5.12c) 
, 11 ,avO 0 II ' ,avO II -ikpll 
··• wu +. u - 8 . + •kuo " + w -a- + I u = --, Z Z Po (5.12d) 
• (5.12e) 
. . 
The Equations (5.12a}, (5.12c), (5.12d), and (5.12e) are solved Cor the three per-
turbation v~locity components as 
where the functions prefix{! by r are i'ntroduced for convenience reasons as 
Co ~ apo auo - 8po auo - I 8po . 
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(5.1-ad) I Po fo • 
avo 
~ w-
r4 = a: . (5.l ·ll') J g fo . . av-o 
Vo-









_____/~ 8po ... 
w--
az (5.14h) r1 =- 1 r , Po 0 
apo ~ 
voaz 
(5.14i ) fs =- I Po fo 
avo 
. fo == -
(w _ az + wl) 
(5.14j) 
g fo 
avo (·u - + v I) 




1 (5.141) fu- - · 
/ Po 
(The equation Cor press~re in the interior is obtained by substituting the· 
' ' I , 
expression~ (5.13) for velocities 'into the continuity Equation (5.12b). The interior 
• 
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equation becomes 
2 " - ar , ar " · .z II ar ar II r ~ + (-o + _.) ap + r2~ + (-7 + _2) ap + Q az2 az az 8z / az 2· 8: ·az 8z 
· a2p" , ar8 ar3 ap" ar6 ar1 ~~] 
52 
(5 .15) 
. . (r, +f,) 7azz + (-az + -az + ru + r.)-az + (-az + -az )p . 
'rhe pressure e/ons along the lloundaries are d.eter~ined !rom considering the 
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a ,, a " ta" a " j p p p p II f4- + f2- = -k fs- + fa- + ftP . az az az az 
Along the surface and the Hat bottom 
' 
so 
!:1" a· {a" a" ] up p p p 11 fo- + f7- = -k r,o-- + f8- + (6p . az az az az 
On the' sloping shelf bottom 
l 
II a" , 


















• • f' ,, ;J 
' . . :. ' ... · ~ :.' . 
" 
. :· .. 
' ;.·4,· 
.:..\ • ... . . 
~~: •. : ;. \L o .. ,1• .. · ,• 
\ ' ' , I' • I ' ' 
ah a " ah a ·· (f4- + f~t)L + (f2- + f7)-P- =-az az .(}z az . 
At the offshore boundary 
so 
au" 





2 " ar " ar ] ap P" a P ~ ap , ,. · 
-k rs- + ·r3--, + fs--. + (- + fd- + -p . az az· azz az {)z · az 
·' 





To sol.ve the equation~· for pressure they are first transformed fr~· the irr~g-
ular shelf ·geometry into a rectangular domain by the same vertically stretch('d 
coordinate transformation as utilized in Chapter two. In trans10rmcd space the 
derivatives. are approximated by centered finite difference expressions. From the 
. ' 
resulting equation.s the problem is formulated as a matrix eigenvalue problem in 
'~hich· the ·elements or the matri~ are derived fro~ the coefficlents of· t~e equa-
. 
~ions. Even with the equatiods. in the semi-geo~troph•c form th~o!_!_h~~ terms 
that Torm the mairix elements is formidable. The entire procedure involves a 
long series of algebraic manipulations and consequently it is carried out using a 
-computer program called Macsyma which is a,n algebraic symbolic manipulator 
I 
!Bogen, lQ83J. lt is capa~le of generating the necessary computer code to set-up 
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6.4 Mean Veloelty and Density Fields 
• 
To solve the _problem it is necessary to specify the mean velocity field 
..... 
v.,(z,z), the mean density field p0 (z,z), and their derivatives. However, the 
mean velocity .and density fields are related through the ge~trophic ( 5.6a) and 
hydrostatic (5.6b) equations.' In the following development, the metln velocity 
field will be used to determin'e the mean a~nsity fieJd . 
S~arting from the geostrophic equation for the mean flow, ·differentia ting 
with respect to z 1 interc.hanging the order of· differentiation for. Po 1 ~sing the 
. . . ·"'-...I -. 
hydrostatic· relation, assuming I t~ be constant, and ~sing Po in;the Boussinesq 
. . . . .. . ..,.,. . . 
. ... 
sense gives the ~hetmal wind equation 
8v., g Bpo 1-=----a: , . Po 8z . . ( 5.20) 
" . 
Equation (~ , 20) states that the horizontal gradient of density is 
8po I Po avo 
, - ~=--g a:. ) 
If h b · f · ~ifl d · · J · <~I - 1 · t e . uoyancy requency" IS -~p~e over an· entt.re verttca co umn 1 say a.t 
(.).21) 
the furthest offshore c~lumn or the discrete domain, then the vertical gradien't or 
) . 
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..__ 
The actual density field p0 (z ,z) itself is computed by first integrating in th(' 
z direction from (D ,0) to a depth : at (D ,z) as 
. J: apo 
p0 (D.z)=p0 (D,O)+ -d:, 
o .a: . ( 
r. •>J ) 
·> ... n 
where the valt1e of p0 at the point (D ,0) is chosen to be p0 (D ,OJ = IO:J5.0 kg m ·' 
and the z gradient is known from (5.22) . The integration is then rar~ied out in 
. . 
• 
. ttle of direct~on from (Djz) to (z· ,z) . 
J 
. 1.apo Po(l ,: ) = P0 (D ,: ) + . -_-dz, 
0 iJz 1 
where lh¢ z gradient Is known from (5.21). This procedure is carried out for · 
~ . 




An experimental program, was carried out along the eastern coast of Aus-
tralia to investigate the existen_ce or CTW's [Freeland et a/. , IQ86J . Obscrv_a-
. ' ' 
tiona! evidence suggested the presence or the _first three forward propagating 
__ modes. The theoretical phase speed of each of theses modes was co_rnputed , at a 
I 
frequency or 10 percent of the Coriolis frequency! using a numerical model !Drink 
and Chapman, 1Q85J_. The .model allowed' for realistic topography and 
stratification. The experimental determination of &"Shase speeds was computed 
· using two different data analysis techniques. First, Freeland tl al. performed a 
. . . I 
modal decompo~_i~i~n in the frequency domain. The experimental' phase speeds 
( 
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56 
systematically' exceeded the theoretical phase speeds by about 25 percent for all 
three modes. Secondly, Church et al. [1986] performed a mod~l. decomposition 
in the time domain. Using ~~is method, the experimental phase speeds did not 
exceed tC theoretical values. Moreover, the phase sp~ds were clos.er . to the 
.,. 
theoretical values than those of Freeland et al. The mode one CTW was about 
.. 
. . 
20 percent slower; the mode two about 10 percent slower. In either case the 
. 
.. 
theory and experiment were, unable to produce congruent results. 
. ~ ~ 
' 
In the· Australian experiment a mean current was measured •·to How in the_ 
, . 
direction opposite to the direction of phase propagation of the-CTW's. Using the 
-
model developed in this Chapter, theoretical values for the . phase speeds of_ 
. . !-...,. .-J . · -~ 
' ---~- -
. . ~ . . -v . 7 
CTW's in the presence of a mean baroclinic alongshore current are to be com-
~ 
puted .. These revis·ed theoretical values shall be compared to the experimental 
val~s. .. 
An offshore topography, a vertical stratification profile, ·and a mean velocity 
profile are chos.e~n from data kindly supplied by H.J. Freeland. The data chosen 
is representative of th~ off:;hor.e line at Newcastle . . The shelf topograllhY is fitted 
. 




(4.1) . with · h0 = 29.2 m, , h 1 == 4800.0 m, 
L == 100.0 km , D :::z 120.0 km . The vertical stratification profile at z = D IS 
modeled .by 
, - ·· .. ' -' 
'- ··' (5.24) 
where N0 is the maximum value of the buoyancy· frequency at the surface, a is 
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str11-tification •or small numerical value. The par~meter N, is required_.because the 
decay of strati6catio~ is so rapid that the ocean is effect-ively barotr9pic near the 
bottom. It ~s necessary ~to have some strati6cati;n there to prevent' the computer 
- . 
program from failing due to numerical reasons. The param~ters appropriate to 
.. 
the coast or Australia are N0 •2 =3.0Xl0-•s-:!, a=0.142km-• , and 
N, 2 11:1 LOX 10-10 s-2• 
I- . : 
,Originally, the mean velo~~ty· field. was determined rrom current meter data · 
. for the ·Australiar;t exp-~rim~dt by tail~ring _ the_ data to the re~uirements"or the 
l -lt;merical :;~heme tisiog a hi-cubic spline to interpolate v~locit:y~ ~al:ues· ~~ all g;fid 




. • c:: ' • .. 
point~. However, with· the, spar5e d~ta ~~ailable i~ was difficult to car~ry out the· 
.-
interpolation~ o~er , the -eritire' domain. Instead an analyt·ical expression· whicli 
• ' <;: 
I • , • 
-approxir~1ate~y in?deleq , re~tur~ or the .behavior pf the' observed mea'n. velocity 
. -
field was chosen. /he choice of an analyticaLexpression for the mea·n velocity 
- ' - - - ·_. \ . ' -
field immediateJyrallows easy computation or yelocity gradients as ·well as density 
- -. 
' field and density gradients. 
. . 
- · Toe mean shear current ·is .inod~led as a ·coaStal jet. In the horizontal direc- • 
< 
I • o-
tiO~ the velocity ' p~ofile 'is i~ken to behave ~- a Gaussian function which 'is 
' ' 
. characterized by a max;imum a}llpJittide II 1 its-Ce~ tre positio~e 1 and its Width, b 
; • • .. '!> • • 
- -
over th~ shelf. Th~ vertiear ~ependence is modeled _as ari exponentially. dec~ying 
I • . , -
. . 
function with a vertical decay seal~ of c' . The combin·ation · o( these functional 
.. ' . • ~ • j 
dependencies results in the type· or sh~ar current ~ in figur~ 5.2 where the c~nter of 
. . .. . . ' 
. ' ~ .. 
the cwrent bas been posit-ioned over _the shelf brea~ • Th~e analytical expression 
.. • ' 4 
for the- s,hear current is 
. _, 
' I 
' ' . 
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Figure· 5. 2 'Comparis.on .of current me~er rCDeasure.ments fi th mQde led , 
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( z ,z) = ae -""""26"2 e u ..... (5 .25) . 
The parameters appropriate to the coast or Australia are a -= -50 em s-1• 
b = LO km, c == 0.001 m-1, and ·z, == 60 km. 
Also depicted hi Figure 5.2 are the current meter measurements at various 
locations. Clearlr, the agreement between modeled current and current measure-
ments is rough. However, the modeled current does at least reflect the vertical 
decay ~r current with depth as well as the decreas~ in current towards botb the 
• deep sea and the coast. · 
'. !he as.socia.ted den~ity field was calcula~ed using (5.2~)'~ 
N 2e 0 ' + arN 2:-N 2 
' p0 (Z .,z)=p0 (D,O)+·p0 (D,O) o . · c · 0 + Otg 










.• • . I 
(5.26) 
. By va·ryin/ o ill (5.25) it is possible to observ·e the effect or varying the 
.. . ·~ . 
strength or the shear. current on the.'wavenum~er t r a gi~en mode. The effect or 
-
a · baroclinic shear current on the wavenumb·ers of modes one, two, and three is 
illustrated in Figures .5.'3, 5.4, and 5.5 respectively. Note that positive (negative) 
velocities correspond to a shear current Bowing in the same (opposite) direction 
. t1S t_he phase propagation or the wave . 
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ALONGSH.ORE WAVENUMBER, K (x 106 ni1) 
Figure 5. 3 
' ; 
Behavior of alongshore wavenumber ~ for mode one CTW for 
varying strength and direct ion OT'-Sean alongshore current. 
Non-dimer:tsional frequency equal to 0.1: 
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ALONGsHoRE wAvE NUMBER, ~ K t x 166 n\1) 
~ . . 
Figure S. 4 Behavior of ' alongshore wavenumber k for tllode two CTW for 
varying strength and direction of mean alongshore current, 
Non-dime-nsional frequency equa_l to Q.l. .. · 
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·100 I ALQNG,S~ORE WAVE~UMBER, K (xt66m1) ·· 
Figure 5. 5 Behavior of. alongshore wavenumbe{ k for mode three CTW for 
varying strength and direction . of mean alongshore curr ent. · 
Non-dimensional f r equency eqtia 1 to · 0.1 . 
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Generally there is a decrease (increase) in wavenumber with an increasingly 
positive (~egative) 'l~·~ar current. The decrease (increase) in wavenumber then 
implies a increase (decrease) in phase speed. This is exactly what is expected ir 
the wave w.ereadvected by the current. However, for mode one a more negative 
shear current beyond a .value of about -60 em s- 1 results in the wavenumber . 
decreasing and hence the phase speed increasing. This is opposite to the effect 
expected by advection. 
T.he- last re~'ult may be explained in terms of vorticity though. From baro-
tropic theory it is ... known that the CTW phase speed is proportional to f {Hsueh, 
1980J. In traducing a shear ~~r~n ~· alters the background poiential vorticity or 
· ·au
0 I+-
t.he ~ystem from .L to ----:-:-·8-'-H - H 
. a~ 
The contribution of the term to the {)z 
....... 
bac_kground poten~ial vorticity ma;r become comparable to the contribution of 
. 
the t('rm I and thereby incre~e the phase speed of the CT\V's. For the p~rticu-
• . 
· · .ar · · 
ln.r shear current modeled the term ·.--!- ·is of th\..order-of 25 percent or the term 
· az ' 
I 
f 0 • This can explain ~w a mean shear current flowing opposite to t_he wave 
. ' 
propagation can increase th.e phase speed or the wave . 
. 
With res~ect to the Australian experiment, the most realistic choice for the 
maximum amplit~de of the · alongsi:iore current is t~ken as -50 em s-•. Rererring 
. . f 
to __ Figures 5.~, 5.4, and 5.5 the modified phase speed for all three modes is less 
· than the phase speed fo the zero mean current case. For mode one the decrease 
is only about 1 percent, while for modes two and three'it is about U) pcrc~nt. In 
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' observed to have phase speeds in excess of those computed thcoretieally using a 
model without any shear current, the present model is unable to reprodu('e those 
observations. On the other hand, the model ·results do agree qualitativ('ly with 
the expt>rimental determination or phase speed by Church et al. 
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A numeric~ method has been presented for the solution D£. the CTW prob-
. 
I em .. The method is an extension of present methods in that it allows for the 
'\ 
computation or compte~~ or evanescent modes. The abiHty to compute such 
, 
modes means that tlie complete set or CTW mode solutions may be obtained. 
. -
This in turn i~plies that, for example, the forced or scattered CTW problem may 
be ind irectly.-solved. 
As~ outlined in the introduction, this study bad three objectives. The first 
was the presentation of the numerical method. The second '_Vas the application -
I 
of the method to the baroclinic CTW problem. The · third was an extension or 
the baroclinic CTW problem i~he presence.of a mean .alongshore curr~nt. 
--· Tb..e first objective ~as met by the presentation of the explicitly shifted 
~ 
inverse power algorithm for the generalized eigenvalue problem. The solution of 
a problem non~ linear in the eigenvalue was accommodated by expanding the solu-
tion spac-eiO turn the problem into one linear in the eigenvalue. The explicit 
shift feature allows aby particular wav~number, either real or com pie~ · and 
corresponding wavestructure ·or_~ CTW to ~e isolated and solved for. 
The second objective ~r the study was met by showing how the introduction 
. ' 
or stratification modified the barotropic CTW ~ispersion relation. It was found 
that, at a given rrequen.cy, CTW mode solutions appear to exist in pairs, either as 
: ·. ,•t . :· ·1 ·, · • • l ' . , 




a rea} forward and backward propagating pair Or as a conipleX conjugate t\..,.Dl'S-
cent pair. Also, the stratification has the effect or introducing a second__z~ro or 




The baroclinic dispersion relation for an intermediate stratification indicntl'd 
that ce~tain real propagating modes were linked to one anothN thrdugh t.h~ 
... 
evanescent modes. For-a fixed frequency, the variation of stratification caused 
such linked modes to transform into one another. The transformation of a rral 
' . 
propagating mode into another propagating mode occurre~ through the proc('ss of 
·the real mode becoming complex and then real again. The actual transformation 
/ - ' ' 
between a real mode and ~ _complex mode always involved a real for~rd and 
backward propagating transforming to or from complex conjugate evapescen t 
.. 
modes. J\s well, the transformation was only found to occur at a zero or group 
' , 
velocity of a dispersion curve. 
With strong stratification the CTW's propagating modes no longer bad any 
zeros of group velocity and thus no obvious. evanescent modes. With increasing 
• 
·stratification the dispersion relation was obse"rved to become more and more -
... 
non-dispersive. The waves were losing the characteristics or topographic Rossby 
I 
\vaves and acquiring those of internal J<~lvin waves. 
The tnird objective of this study was the application or the numerical 
method to the baroclinic CTW problem in the presence of a mean baroclinic 
alongshore current. An experimental .program by Freeland et al. [IQ86J had -
obtained CTW sign~ls propilogating at ~~~SSf speeds exceeding those computed 
0 I 
using a num_eric'a,l ~ptodeJ ·:-vitho~t "'· roe~q current .. A; modifie~ d_ata anal>:sJs _by, 
. . . ' 
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.. ,.. ., ,. 
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Church et al. obtained the opposite result. ·The application of the model of 
" Chapter five ,produced qualitativ~ agreement with Church et al. ~hat 'is, the 
mean current opposing the flow appears to slow the phase pr&f)agation. of the 
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APPENDIX A 
Derivation of Tranaformatlon Equation• 
The mapping from the (z ,: ) irregular l:lomain t0 ~be (z ',: ')transformed and 
regular domain occurs through 
I 
Z = Z I (A. ln.) 
. ' 
(/ z' =:= T(z )z. (A.lb) ~ 
/ 














Consider the two dimensional _pressure function p(:r ,z ). Its numertcal val11e at 
corresponding points~ the tw~tems must be the same and so 
p }p(z,z)= p(z',z'). , fA.3) 
Using the chain rule of differential calculus the first derivatives of p ·are related 
through 
.. 
. • . 
' ..
(A.4a) 
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Applying the relations (A.2) these become 
ap ap ap ar z' 
-=-+-----. az 8z, az, 8{. I T / .. (A.5a) .· 
and 
(}p 8p 
az ..,. 8: I T. (A.5b} 
. 
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Thus it is the · Equa:tions (A.3), (A.5) and (A.7) w'bich relate a runction and its 
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Derivation of F~lte Difference Form• 
t . The a~proximation ~t_con~in~ous partial derivative_s ·of the pressure function . 
. . I r .,. , 
• # i . 
a~ 'a discrete lattice point is obtained by -assuming a continuity of derivatives and 
-. -
by carryiqg out a Taylo(s series · expansio}l (Roache, 1Q85]. Consider the l:;. 
' . 
- ' 
direction. The. pressure at a point Pi +t,; is rel~ted to that at P•.; by 
P + 8p A '+ Pi+l,j . i , j Bz uz 
• ,j 
(B. I) 
where HOT represents terms of higher order tlian _Az 3• Likewise the pr~ssure- at 
· ~ 














Pi-1,/ -= Pi,j - Bz 
'" .. . - i ,j 
-~(8. 2) 
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Subtracting (8:2) from (B.l) 'gives 
- . a 
,
.+'t' ~,.I . - 2 !!..f!. 
I ,J 1- •I . 8z 
Solving r~r :~ gives 
Az + .!. 83p 
. . . ~ . lJzl i ,j : 
• 
~z 3 + H(JT. 
i.j . . 
. . ·~ I . -· Pi'+i,j - Pi-t,j + ~bT. ~ 
, 81 1 .i . '· 2A.t · . 
v 
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/ 
Neglecting terms or ~igher order than ~~ 2 we get the Cel!tered finite difference 






, · · ·p; ~l.i .£ Pi-1.~ 
== . 
2Az · 
From the same reasoning it Coll9~s that · . · 
8p ' = -Pi,i+t-Pt ,i-t 
az . . 2~z 
I ,J 
The second derivative 82~ is obtained by addi~gtf3.1) and (B.2) to give 
.-· az 
azp 2 
Pi+t,i +Pi-t,; . 2Pi,i + --2 Az +. HOT. az· . . . 
I ,J 
Solving-for 82~ and neglecti.ng the HO; gives 
.az . . 
\ 
82p _ Pi +l.i- 2p; ,; + P'i-t.i 





. ' 82p 
which- is also accurate to second order in l:J.z : The expression for just 
a:z 
involves a change in the indices as in 
-Pi,; +I - 2p; .. ; + Pi,; -I 
Az 2 
(13.0) ). 
Finally. the c~oss-derivative term 8
8
2
P is approximated. by carrying out a dou hie · 
. . ·. • zz . · 1 
-
Taylor's series expansion in z and : and keeping a sufficient number ·or terms 
. '
. . 




...f..£_ · P; -tt,i +i - ~i +l,j -a _: p;,.,,; +l + Pi -a,; - a 
- I • IJz 81 · 4Az ~~ · _(B. IO) 
,_. 
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~erlfleatlon of Numerleai Scheme 
The accuracy or the model is tested .by compariso.n or the model results with . 
. . 
both analytical and other numerical results .. For the special c~e of a shelf with a 
fiat bottom bounded by a.verUcal coastal wall and a constant stratification, the 
barocJi'nic Kelvin wave soluti~ns are calculable analytically (see Appendix D). 
The ·parameters used are f = 1.0 X 10-4 s-1, w = 1.0 X 10-s s-1, h = 1000 m eve-ry-
where, L = 0.0 km, D = 20.0 km, N2 = 1.375Xl0-6 s-2 , nz = 25, and nz = 17 . 
The agreement of the rpodel and the analytical wavenumbers are within one per-
cen~ for the first mode. 
The second verification is for the spec~al case of a shelf profile of exponential 
-·- form 
h (z) = h, e ~s (C.la) 
(C.lb) 
' Solutions for this shelf are calculable analytically provided the rigid lid approxi-
• ~ • I 
mation ~ade and the~e is no densi~y stratification [Buchwald and Adams, _; 
1068} .. Although the mod'el is a baroclinic one, it can simulate a barotropic ocean 
~ 
by setting the buoyancy frequency to a very small number. Comparisons yielded 
agrccmcn~ within three. perc~nt for the first mode.· .The pn.ra'meters used n.r~ 
. 
w- 3.0X 10·6 a-1, 
6 - 4.6~0X 10·6 ·m~1 , L - 120.0 km, D - 160.0,km, N 2 - .l.OX to-'D s·2,, nz - .25, 
-· 
,. I,·' , .• · .. 
. 
:, . ... ·. ~ . . 






-~· · · .· ·· 





.... 4 ,, 
and nz = 17. 
A third comparison is made for a she)( of H-near slopin·g_ topography 
h ( Z ) :::::::11 /a0 + 6z z :$ L, (C.2n) 
~" h{z)=h 1 • z > L. • \ (C.2b) 
This time the results are compared _with those or a numerical model devl'lopl•d by 
• 
Brink and Chapman (1Q85J. The parameters used are J == LOX 10 i s· 1 , 
. . 
w = 3.15Xl0-6 :!(1, h0 = 10.0 m, h1 = 4000.0 m, b = 3.~90xt'o-2 , L - ·aoo.o km, 
D =200~0km, N2 =1.375Xl0_6· s-2, nz =~5, and n: =-17. As with the first 1· 
' / . 
. comparison the agreement is :within one percent for the first mode. The ac~unt..-:::::1 
numerical results of the comparisons are presented in Table C.l. 
.., 
Table C.l. Comparison or waYenumber sqlutions or the numerical model with 
# known analytical solutions' and solutions of another numerical model for a mode 
one CTW. 
Type or Comparison · Model Discrepa_ncy 
Com~arison Wavenumber Wavenumber Percentage 
X to-11 m-1 x 'to-6 'm-1 
\ 
Analytical 
r Kelvin 26.7Q 26.Q2 0.4Q 
Wave 
., 
. Analytical 6.625 6.433 2.Q8 
CTW 
I 
Loo< : Numerical 1.00~, 0.30 
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As tbe scheme used to solve the baroclinic CTW ,problem is numerical, both • 
- - . 
the solution eigenvalue k and the corresponding eigenvector P:,; can be expecteq. 
to be~o~e dependent lJpbn the .choice for number of horiz~nt~;-,. . and vertic-al 
nz. grid points. The number of grid points used· is n% .... 25 and nz = 17 as used 
by B~ink and Chap~an. • In the case of a barotropic ocean tlie eigen~ector Pi .. ; 
• ' • ' • • t , • • 
does not have any veriicfl'Structure and the choice or nz should be 'frrel.evant . . 
I . j . ' ' ..._ . 
~How;ver, a baroclinic ocean may require a significant number or g.rid points in 
--
the vertical to resolve the wave structure. As only the first th-ree modes of wave 
- ' t 
action are inv~tigated in this study the vertical grid, resolution witli nz = 17 is 
. . 
expected to be suOicient . . Obviously, increasing the number or horizontal and 
J 
v~rtical grid points wouJd' impr~.,g_ the accuracy of the model results. Unfor-
tunately, a linear increaSe. in the number or grid points results in a quadr1tic 
, 
increase in. computational time. 
'The results of testing the model with various grid · spacings for the first three 
I ·' • 
'* 
" . CTW modes are presented in Tables C.2 and C.3. Table C.2 illustr~tes the effect 
on a barotropic ocean; Table C.3 illustrates the effect on a baroclinic ·ocean. The 
parameters used i~ Table C.2 are the same as those· us~d in t.l .- · ·_. iop~rison with 
t~e Analytic~! CTW in Tabfe C.l. Table C.2 ind~caies that ·~er 1c~l g~ld spacing 
has only ' a minor influence on the solution wav.enumber in a barotropic ocean. 
• 
However, the horizontal spacing is important as a doubling of nz causes the 
mo,de three wavenumb.er ·to undergo a qualitative change rrom a real P,ropagating 
solution to a complex evanescent one. Fol' the baroclinic ocearl, the parameters 
·used in ·Table C.3 a~e the same as those used· i~ 'the comparison with the numeri· 
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cA.I CTW m Table C.l. It is evident that the effect or grid spacmg on " 
' • • • • • f 
wavenumber mcreases w1th mcreasmg mode number. 
Table C.2. The effect ;f horizontal tnd vertical grid spacing on. the wavenumb(.'.r 
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34 ' 18.548 
17 r 64.661 
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78 
Table C.3. The effect or horizontal and vertical grid.-spacing on a baroclinic ocean 
ror .:Oodes one, two, and three; ' ' 
M9de .Number or " Number or Solution 
Number Horizorit~I gfid Vertic-aT d rld Wavenumber 
• I 
XlO-e m-1 Points. nz Points -n: 
' · ·· 
• ; 
• < .. -~ 
1 ~~ 17 1.0028 17 1.0101 34 1.00.56 
. 
2 25 17 2.8034 
• 50 17 2.g145 . 
. 25 34 ·. 2:g82lf"-· ·. ' 
. 
\ 
3 25 ! -17 10.236 
--50 17 g,0544 
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Analytical Kelvin. Wave ~olutJon 
, 
Internal Kelvin wave~ __ may exist in a Oat-bottom ocean of uniform 





·s-urface and flat bottom: 
tT 8 P = -kp' 8z 
8p 









p -0 as z - oo. 
,, ' ,._ 
IDA) 
Note that the offshore bound!l~Y condition states thatfthe response is trapped at 
' . 
the coast. The J>Brtial differential.Equation in' p complete with boundary condi· 
. - ~ 
tions is separable. in the rorm 
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Substituting (0.5) into (D.l) .gives 
-
a2x a2Z 
• 8z 2 _ k2 == _ 8: 2 
x ·. z~2 (0.6) 
• 




. - 82Z -~ + N 2m 2Z = o, 
Consider Equation (0.8} which has th~--:-ge~e;~l sol~tign 
. . . ) ~ . 





where. A, ·and B, are',me u~known constants. Satisfying ,~he surface boun-dary 
condition (D.3) requir~s tlrat B, ~ 0. Satisfying t~e bottom boundary condit'ion 
' 
(D.~) requires that 
"" m 11::1 .- Nh' (D.lO) 
. . 
where n is an integer. Next consider the Equation (~.7) which has general solu-
tion · 
,., 
' I (.0.11) 
.. • 4t • • . 
where A, ,4nd B, are somer unkliOwn constants.: · Satisfying .the ~O'shore boundary 
,.. • ff ,. ' ' _.. ~ • • f .: I ' , ' ' ~... • ' 
condition requires B, - o. ~at!styjng the coas~al boundary ·~conditiol).; r'equires 
~ ~ . ; 
__.,, .. 
--
' . .. . . . • 2 .. ,._2,2 (12 . . . 
J ~ ·~" - N2A2 <"~ -a2 ) .. -
. " . 
. - .s (D.l2) . '>"" · 
'\ Ill'\. • • .~ 
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It follows that the respective solutions to the Equations (0.7) and (0.8) are 
and·· 
l 
· ftW( l )2 




The pressure field is calculated as · 
' £~ l 
. n w 1 2 
#-n 1fZ -M( l-~2) 1 p (: ,z) • A, A, cos(-,-)e . 
The value ~f the integer (.rameter n determines th .. mode number. 
that N as defined b_y Eqn (2.16a) is n~n-dimensionalize\by frequency. 
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